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COCONUTS
The story of the coconut palm Cocos nucifera
and its relation to man and the environment.

Let us begin our study with a stroll down Coconut Palm Avenue.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us begin our study with a review of some fundamentals.

1.1 CLASSWICATION
Coconut palms, like all living things, are dassified. organized, and uniquely identified by the

binomial system of nomenclature, developed in the mid-1700s by Carl von Untie Carolus linneaus.
----

This method uniquely
identifies coconut palms.

ORDER. Princlpes - the prince of plants
FAMILY: Palmac Arecacea - alternate name
SUB FAMILY: Ajecoidea
TRIBE: Cocoeae Cocos
SUB TRIBE: Butlinae
GENUS: Cocos from the Portugeuese monkey since the nut suggests a monkey face

SPECIES: nucifera latin for nut bearing

1.2 ORIGINS The origins of the coconut plam are shrouded in the mists of legends and
are buried in the rocks and fossils of the paleontologist and palynologist.

1.2.1 MYTHOLOGICAL

The text on this souvenir sheet tells
of the myth of 1-leina in Tonga Sina
in Samoa and the mythical strange
origin of the coconut palm.
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Sine and her
eel lover. - - .- - - - - -



ORIGINS
HISTORICAL

The earliest palm trees evolved 65 million years ago durlng the breakup of Conciwonaland.

Dinosaurs and early palms co-existed very briefly. Anything resembling a palm tree usually is -

a cycad or badartistic cerise.
a tree fern
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Coconut palms evolved between the current day Philippine islands and Australia.
The species is now pan-tropical in distribution.

So break out your sunglasses and sunscreen as we explote the world of the coconut.
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2. LIFE CYCLE
Let us examine the tile of the tree from seednut to maturity, decline, and death.

2.1 BIRTH THROUGH DECLINE
Two basic seednuts exist -

<- the round. early germinating
,,iu i/a/type and

the ovoid, late germinating
niu kafa type ->

The nic’ kafa type is well suited to drifting on the ocean until it rinds a lonely
shore and begins to germinate and grow jug above the high water line

I
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where it and others
will grow and mature.

The fast germinating niu va/seednut is preferred inland to bring a new plantation or
- grove into production quickly. These juvenile trees will bear nuts in a few years.

Not a coconut bait
an African oil pain,
ETheb gu*ieensi4.



2.1 BIRTH THROUGH DECLINE
A seednut begins life as a pollinated flower on a stalk or inflorescense.
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Good results come
by germinating the
seednuts

a nursery and...
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- -. by preparing the soil - as President Julius Nyere is doing here.
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The seedlings are then plantS out

in larger plantations.
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The abandoned tmes and gmves become an integral part of the landscape
as seen on this the proof from CuadeIoupe
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and on this booklet back cover.
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2.1 BIRTH THROUGH DECLINE

The tree may bear nuts productively for up to 50 years
- -

MARSHALL
ISLANDS

as seen on these trees and nut dusters front around the tropics.
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2.2 ENEMIES AND PESTS
A coconut palm’s life may be shortened from a variety of natural and man-made causes.

2.2.1 NATURAL Hurricanes and typhoons can flatten villages and plantations.

it ir’’ .:
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In some tropical areas, the coconut cab IbRus Iatm destroys nuts, and the rhinoceros beetle Inlects mature trees.

Freezing weather at the northern and southern limits of culture an kill mature trees.
Coconut palms were a fixture In Clearwater. FL until the freezes of the 1950s & óOs.
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The fungus Canode,ma zonatum pmduces conches
like the ones to the left and kills many trees. For
more information on coconut diseases, consult the
American Phytopathological Society.
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2.2 ENEMIES AND PESTS
2.2.2 MAN-MADE

The coconut is only one of the many victims of mankinds endless wars.

World War II inflicted major damage on many Pacific Islands. Many coconut palms
on the invasion beaches deyed in dsive and offensive opntions.
- - - --
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2.2.2 MAN-MADE
But even in the chaos and destruction of war, the coconut’s life sustaining attributes appear.

After losing PT-109 in a cofilsion with a Japanese
destroyer. IT. John F. Kennedy Inscribed a rescue
message in a coconut whkh ultimately resulted
in the rescue of his crew.
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The CA is relaxing on a case of SPAM under a coconut paint
Fortunately, he is wearing his helmet n case
the coconut falls and hits him in the head.

The coconut message still survIves.
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Life was much simpler when...

local warriors depended
upon coconut body armor
and poftupine fish helmets.
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or when the last of the bucaneers. Bully Hayes. could kidnap
and demand a ransom for a loca! chief of 5.000 coconuts.
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2.2.2 MAN-MADE

Coconut planting was an
essential part of reclaiming
what was left 40 years later.

Global warming and pollution
threaten the entire planet.

cc2snc MoFrT..EEnrncwnaNr.
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Few palms of any
species branch naturally.
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Baker Day Atomic Bth& Test, 25 Jury -1 46

Low level diseases or Injuries, natural or nan-made.
can result in branching of the coconut palm.
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3. DISPERSAL
From its prehistoric origins in the Western Pacific. the coconut palm spread slowly

3.1 CHINA 1-lainan Island, Just off the coast of mainland China, probably represents
the northern limit for the natural expansion and drift of the coconut.

Enrawd
and Tajed
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This dump of coconuts near Dongjiao Town appears mole Polynesian than Chinese.
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The prevalence of the coconut is shown clearly in these scenes from old Tahiti.
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The islands of the tropical Pacific are almost synonymous with the coconut.
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3.2 PACIFIC ISLANDS

The importance of the coconut throughout the tmplI Pacific cannot be overestimated.

BRITISH SOLOMON SLANDS PROTECTORATE
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from the beaches of the Solomon islands to the shores of Samoa and beyond.
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The coconut is nearly everywhere...
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The coconut palms shades and shelten the people of the tropical Pacific.
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o let’s get in the shade of the coconut palm and get a drink of kava from this lady.
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For more information on coconuts and Island life. subscrtbe to
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